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INTRODUCTION

Changing aspects of Turkish foreign policy have long attracted both national and interna-
tional attention. Some of the most significant developments include the standstill in Tur-
key’s accession to the European Union (EU); Turkey’s role in the North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization (NATO); Turkey’s deteriorating relations with the United States in contrast to 
improved relations with Russia; Turkey’s political activism in conflict zones such as in Syria, 
Libya, and Nagorno-Karabakh; disagreements with Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE), Greece, France, the Republic of Cyprus (RoC),1 and Israel relative to im-
proved relations with some Balkan countries, Somalia, Azerbaijan, and Qatar. 

This policy report, prepared through the Istanbul Po-
litical Research Institute (IstanPol), examines Turk-
ish foreign policy by focusing on ongoing conflicts in 
which Turkey is involved. This report focuses specif-
ically on conflicts relating to Libya, Syria, Iraq, Azer-
baijan-Armenia, Ukraine, Greece, and Cyprus, since 
these have recently become more dynamic issues and 
will potentially preoccupy Turkey’s agenda in the short 
and medium term. For this purpose, the report aims to 
provide background information about these conflicts, 
briefly present the positions of the disputing parties, 
identify the main challenges for Turkey, and discuss 
Turkey’s relations with the relevant third parties.

We plan to regularly update this report and continue 
to discuss the conflicts in Turkish foreign policy as re-
flected in official policy and discourse. In future ver-
sions, we aim to examine other issues in the context of 
the same conflicts, new areas that may create problems 
for Turkish foreign policy, the ways domestic politics 

influences foreign policy, and differing opinions in 
Turkey on these conflicts. We plan to exceed conven-
tional perspectives and analyze the humanitarian, en-
vironmental, and gender dimensions of these conflicts. 
Moreover, we anticipate that this report will lay the 
foundation for further in-depth research, analyses, and 
policy proposals for each of these key conflicts.

This policy report examines 
Turkish foreign policy by 

focusing on ongoing conflicts 
in which Turkey is involved.
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FIGURE 1: MAJOR FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES ARISING FROM CONFLICTS IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF TURKEY

2021

TURKEY

•  Lack of a comprehensive peace process
• Lack of diplomatic relations between Ankara and Damascus
• The fragility of the ceasefire in Idlib
• The activities of radical groups
• Turkey’s presence in northern Syria and the activities in the region
• The US’ support to the PYD and YPG
• The situation of asylum-seekers

•  Lack of formal peace   
 negotiations 
• Mistrust between the two  
 communities
• Parties’ unilateral actions
• Sovereign rights in the   
 Eastern Mediterranean

• Political instability 
• The activities of radical groups
• Turkey's military operations in    
 Northern Iraq

• Turkey’s support for  
 the GNA
• Turkey’s military  
 presence in the  
 country
• Turkey’s alleged  
 violations of   
 arms embargo
• Sovereign rights in the  
 Eastern Mediterranean  

• Ongoing disputes  in the  
 Aegean Sea
• The  Cyprus  stalemate
• The status of minorities
• Sovereign rights in the   
 Eastern Mediterranean

SYRIA

CYPRUS

BLACK SEA

MEDITERRANEAN

GREECE

• Uncertainty arising from the annexation of Crimea 
• Conflicts in the Donbas region
• Lack of a comprehensive peace process
• The shifting balance of power in the Black Sea 

• The unfulfilled provisions of the   
 ceasefire agreement 
• Lack of a comprehensive peace   
 process
• Delimitation problem between the  
 two countries 
• The political tensions in Armenia 
• The stalemate between Turkey and  
 Armenia 
• Russia and Iran’s discontent with  
 Turkey’s support to Azerbaijan 
• Ineffectiveness of the international  
 community
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MAIN CONFLICTS IN  
TURKISH FOREIGN POLICY

SYRIA

Background

Arab revolts across the Middle East and North Africa 
reached Syria in March 2011, and the situation in the 
country quickly collapsed into a civil war. Numerous 
local, national, and international actors have since been 
involved in this ongoing conflict. Iran was the first coun-
try to support the government of Syrian President Bashar 
al-Assad’s government. Turkey, which shares a 900-kilo-
meter land border with Syria, was also quick to intervene. 
Given the close relations the Turkish government previ-
ously maintained with Assad, Turkey’s initial involve-
ment was intended to convince the Syrian president to 
respond to the widespread protests by implementing re-
forms.2 This policy was short-lived, and violence escalat-
ed in Syria, indicating that Turkey’s reliance on its region-
al soft power failed to produce the desired results.3 Soon 
after, and particularly by the summer of 2011, Turkey be-
gan politically and militarily supporting rebel groups and 
adopted a policy of opposition to the Assad government. 
Russia’s open support for the Syrian government starting 
in 2015 became a key factor in helping Assad retain pow-
er. The Syrian president has remained in power as Syria 
marks the 10th year of the civil war despite having lost 
control over parts of the country. In parts of northern 
Syria, control has shifted to the Turkish-backed Syrian 

National Army (SNA) and other groups while the coun-
try’s northeast came under the control of the US-backed 
Democratic Union Party (PYD). Apart from these ac-
tors, Israel regularly strikes Iranian-backed targets inside 
Syrian borders, and clashes still break out between the Is-
lamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and other forces. The 
Astana Peace Process, in which Russia, Iran, and Turkey 
act as guarantor states, has been ongoing since 2016 and 
has eclipsed other international peacemaking processes 
such as the Vienna and Geneva peace talks. However, 
negotiations mostly revolve around securing Russian-led 
ceasefires or temporary deals between different groups. 
According to official figures, approximately 3.7 million 
Syrian refugees currently live in Turkey.4 Under these 
circumstances, Turkey’s priorities in Syria are to help the 
groups it backs have a larger say in government, to pre-
vent the establishment of an independent Kurdish state 
in the region, and to secure the return of refugees who 
fled the Syrian civil war.

Main Problems

Absence of a comprehensive peace process: Since the 
start of the civil war in Syria, almost 500,000 people have 
died, nearly 7 million have been internally displaced, 
and 5.6 million have taken refuge in different countries. 
Additionally, there have been allegations of war crimes, 
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the country’s infrastructure has been severely damaged,5 
armed confrontations between actors have yet to end, and 
a comprehensive peace process has yet to—or cannot—be 
implemented.

The situation in Idlib: On March 5, 2020, Turkey and 
Russia signed the Idlib Ceasefire, which is an agreement 
that outlines a regional end to the violence. However, the 
ceasefire has often been described as fragile and unable to 
prevent the clashes that periodically break out. Despite the 
agreement between parties to clear Idlib of groups defined 

as terrorist organizations by the United Nations Security 
Council (UNSC), radical groups are still active in the area 
and continue to pose problems for all the actors involved, 
particularly for Turkey.

Regional activities of Turkey and Turkish-backed 
groups: Turkey has taken actions, including creating safe 
zones, in areas which are contiguous with the land border 
between Turkey and Syria and controlled by groups it 
backs. These actions, however, are not supported by the 
international community.6 

MAJOR PROBLEMS IN TURKEY-US RELATIONS  

Several events have strained relations between Turkey and the US in recent years. The primary points of ten-
sion include the statements of US officials criticizing the Turkish government in the summer of 2013 during 
the Gezi Protests in Turkey; Turkey’s criticism of the coup in Egypt despite no similar condemnation from the 
United States; disagreements over developments in Iraq and Syria; the lack of a positive response to Turkish 
extradition requests for Fethullah Gülen, whom Turkey blamed for the failed military coup on July 15, 2016 
and who resides in the US; Turkey’s purchase of the S-400 missile system from Russia and the sanctions the 
US implemented in response; and the legal action Turkey’s Halkbank faces in the US for violating sanctions 
against Iran. The Biden administration’s use of the phrase “Armenian Genocide” in a public statement on 
April 24, 2021 added to these issues.7

In a telephone call between US President Joe Biden and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, the two 
sides “agreed on working together on important issues with the aim of expanding the areas of cooperation on 
the basis of the strategic nature of bilateral relations and relations of mutual interest” and agreed to meet at 
the NATO Summit in June 2021.8 Despite this statement, the key challenges listed below will determine the 
future course of Turkey-US relations:

S-400 missile air defense systems/F-35 military aircraft program: The S-400 missile systems, which Tur-
key bought from Russia but has not yet activated, have caused major problems in Turkey-US relations while 
also damaging Turkey’s relationship with other NATO member states. After Joe Biden won the US presiden-
tial election, Turkish Defense Minister Hulusi Akar proposed the “Crete Model” to deal with the missile sys-
tem and ease tensions related to the S-400 system.9 In response to Turkey’s decision to purchase the S-400 sys-
tem, the US administration excluded Turkey from the F-35 military aircraft program and, in April, imposed 
sanctions on Turkey through the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA).10 
The S-400 missile defense systems issue will likely become a key item on the agenda at the NATO Summit to 
be held in June 2021 (also see Main Problems in Turkey-Russia Relations).

US support for the PYD and YPG: Turkey sees the PYD and YPG as extensions of the PKK and categorizes 
them as terrorist organizations, though the US does not. US support for the PYD and the YPG is among the 
key issues affecting the bilateral relations between the two countries.

The case against Halkbank: The state-owned Turkish bank, Halkbank, is being prosecuted in the US for 
violating sanctions against Iran. Further developments in the Halkbank case should be carefully observed, 
and the issue will affect the course of bilateral relations in the near future.
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In a referendum held by the Iraqi Kurdistan Regional 
Government (KRG), which is located in the country’s 
north, 92.7% voted in support of independence, but 
the KRG could not declare independence after facing 
strong reactions not only from the federal government 
of Iraq, but also from Iran and Turkey. Turkey’s prior-
ities in Iraq are to force the PKK and groups it deems 
PKK affiliates out of Iraq and to prevent the formation 
of an independent Kurdish state.

Main Problems

Political instability: Political stability has not been 
achieved in Iraq, where armed conflicts have not 
ceased, long-term warfare has devastated infrastruc-
ture, war crimes have been committed, and 1.5 million 
people have been displaced, the inability to maintain 
political stability greatly contributes to concerns about 
the country’s future.18

Military operations: The military operations Turkey 
organizes in northern Iraq cause tensions with the Ira-
qi federal government. In October 2020, the federal 
government of Iraq and the KRG signed an accord to 
remove the PKK from areas around Sinjar.19 More re-
cently, in April 2021, Turkey conducted two cross-bor-
der military operations in northern Iraq, Operations 
Claw-Lightning and Thunderbolt. Following a visit to 
the area by Turkish Minister of Defense Hulusi Akar, 
the Iraqi government delivered a diplomatic note of 
protest to the Turkish Embassy.20

LIBYA

Background

In Libya, another country where Arab uprisings had 
serious repercussions, the struggle for power did not 
end when former Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi 
was killed in 2011. The struggle for power between 
groups governing various regions after Gaddafi’s fall 
evolved into armed conflict in 2014. One group vy-
ing for power is the Libyan National Army (LNA), 
which is under the command of Field Marshal Khalifa 

PYD and the People’s Protection Units (YPG): Tur-
key defines the YPG, the armed wing of the PYD, as a 
terrorist group and an extension of the Kurdistan Work-
ers’ Party (PKK) and criticizes the US for supporting 
the YPG. The arms and support the US provides to the 
PYD and the YPG, which the US does not categorize as 
terrorist organizations, constitute one of the main prob-
lems in Turkey-US relations.

The status of refugees: Turkey believes that some of 
the refugees it hosts will return to Syria if the nation 
achieves some form of stability, and Turkey insists on 
the creation of safe zones to facilitate their return.11 Al-
though refugees face many challenges in Turkey, existing 
studies show that most of them will not return and that 
Turkey must devise and implement policies to socially 
integrate refugees.12 The question of Syrian refugees to-
day constitutes the cornerstone of Turkey-EU relations, 
which increasingly assume a transactional nature.13

IRAQ

Background

Stability has yet to be achieved in Iraq since the US-led 
coalition invaded the country in 2003 and removed 
Saddam Hussein from power. The US withdrew troops 
from Iraq in 2011 but redeployed its military to the 
country to support the fight against ISIS, which seized 
large swaths of Iraqi territory. On August 24, 2015, 
Turkey signed a “technical” agreement with the US and 
joined the US-led coalition to fight ISIS.14 In the frame-
work of this agreement, Turkey allowed the use of bases 
in İncirlik and Diyarbakır for airstrikes against ISIS.15 
While the US administration in 2019 announced victo-
ry against ISIS in Iraq and Syria,16 the Iraqi government 
is still actively engaged in a low-intensity conflict with 
the terrorist group, and concerns remain in both Iraq 
and Syria over its possible reemergence.17 Moreover, 
clashes break out with Iranian-backed groups, and Tur-
key occasionally organizes military operations against 
the PKK, targeting the group’s positions in northern 
Iraq. The constitution ratified in 2005 established a 
federal structure in Iraq, but this structure has not pre-
vented political competition between different groups. 
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Haftar, is backed by the Libyan House of Representa-
tives based in Tobruk, and controls a significant part 
of the country. Another group is the Government of 
National Accord (GNA), which is backed by the Unit-
ed Nations (UN) and is based in Tripoli. The GNA 
gained the upper hand against Haftar’s LNA in 2019 
amid intervention by numerous international actors, 
including Turkey, the US, Russia, France, Egypt, and 
the UAE. In addition to being the first to recognize 
and diplomatically engage with the GNA in 2011, Tur-
key continued supporting the GNA led by Prime Min-
ister Fayez al-Sarraj. Good relations with the GNA cul-
minated in two memoranda of understanding, signed 
between Turkey and Libya on November 27, 2019: one 
on the “delimitation of the maritime jurisdiction areas 
in the Mediterranean” and a another on “military and 
security cooperation.” Meanwhile, UNSC Resolution 
1970 imposed an arms embargo on Libya to prevent 
the export of weapons, with certain exceptions.21 De-
spite the resolution, a report presented by UN experts 
to the UNSC on March 8, 2021 indicated Turkey, Jor-
dan, and the UAE did not abide by the decision and 
expressed the view that Turkey’s provision of military 
equipment, training, and strategic assistance to Libya 
was a key factor leading to the retreat of forces under 
Haftar’s command.22 After a UN-led process in Lib-
ya in March 2021, Abdulhamid Dbeibeh was elected 
prime minister of an interim government, to which the 
LNA transferred power. The interim government is ex-
pected to remain in power until elections that are to be 
held in December 2021. Turkey’s priorities in Libya are 
building good relations with the interim government 
and its successors and maintaining its military presence 
in the country.

Main Problems

Turkey’s support for the GNA: By continuing its 
support for the GNA, Turkey is facing rivalries with 
Russia, Egypt, the UAE, and France, all of which back 
the LNA.

Military support: As reflected in the UN report, Tur-
key, Jordan, and the UAE are allegedly violating the 
arms embargo in Libya.23 In November 2020, the EU 
stopped and searched a Turkish-flagged cargo vessel, 

the Merchant Vessel (MV) Roseline A, within the con-
text of Operation IRINI. An official statement by the 
Turkish Foreign Ministry protested and defined the 
search as an “unauthorized and forceful act.”24 Since 
the formation of the interim government, there have 
been repeated calls for foreign forces and mercenaries 
to leave Libya, but Turkey claims its military presence 
in Libya is legitimate and is not inclined to comply 
with this call.25

Eastern Mediterranean: Following the discovery of 
new energy resources in the region, Turkey was isolated 
in the Eastern Mediterranean by a coalition between 
Israel, Greece, and the RoC as well as by the subse-
quent formation of the East Med Gas Forum with the 
participation of coastal countries. The East Med Gas 
Forum was created at a time when Turkey’s bilateral re-
lations with many countries in the region were strained, 
and the forum thus isolated Turkey in its main goal of 
transporting the region’s energy resources to Europe 
via pipeline. To this organization, which challenges 
Turkish energy policy and isolates Turkey, the Turk-
ish government responded by signing the memoranda 
with Libya’s GNA. These memoranda drew criticism 
from members of the East Med Gas Forum, especial-
ly from Greece, Israel and the RoC. Moreover, Greece 
has also initiated talks with the Libyan government for 
the cancellation of the Turkey-Libya maritime agree-
ment.26 Turkey claims that energy resources in the 
Eastern Mediterranean should be fairly and equally 
shared between countries that have a coastline on the 
sea (for more detailed information, see sections regard-
ing Greece and Cyprus).

CYPRUS

Background

The Cyprus problem is a conflict that has persisted 
since the 1950s and involves numerous actors: the is-
land’s Turkish and Greek Cypriot populations above 
all as well as Turkey, Greece, the United Kingdom 
(UK), the US, Russia, and the EU. To understand the 
complexity of the issue, it is important to emphasize 
that the parties disagree even on the exact historical or-
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igins of the conflict. Greek Cypriots blame Turkey, and 
Turkey’s military operation in 1974 following the coup 
d’état in Cyprus, as the root cause of the ongoing divi-
sion on the island. Turkish Cypriots, however, believe 
that the origins of the divide cannot be understood 
without referring to the outbreak of intercommunal 
fighting in 1963–1964 and the related breakdown of 
constitutional order. The two communities have been 
engaged in negotiations since 1968 under the auspic-
es of the UN. While negotiations have yet to secure a 
lasting resolution for intercommunal coexistence, the 
process has highlighted the different positions held by 
the two sides and by the relevant international actors.

The most comprehensive resolution proposal to date 
was the Annan Plan, which was named after the UN 
General Secretary Kofi Annan and marked a turning 
point in the history of negotiations. Finalized after ex-
tensive negotiations between the two parties, the An-
nan Plan was put to popular vote in referendums held 
on April 24, 2004 on both sides of the island. The reso-
lution proposal ultimately failed, with 65% of Turkish 
Cypriots voting in favor of the proposal and 76% of 
Cypriot Greeks voting.

A critical turning point since the Annan Plan was the 
negotiation process that began with a meeting be-
tween Turkish Cypriot and Greek Cypriot leaders in 
May 2015. The two-year process, with peace talks at 
Mont-Pelerin and Crans Montana, led to significant 
development in all terms of negotiations, and in 2017, 
the negotiations progressed to the next stage, the 5+127 
talks under the auspices of the UN. In a context of ris-
ing expectations for a resolution, the causes of the talks’ 
failure were not openly discussed, but later media cov-
erage suggests the main reason had to do with the two 
parties’ attitudes on security and guarantees.28

Since the breakdown of Crans Montana talks in July 
2017, no official negotiations have been initiated be-
tween the two sides. After the presidential elections in 
the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC)29 
in October 2020 and the election of Ersin Tatar as the 
fifth president of the TRNC, a series of diplomatic ex-
changes led to an unofficial meeting between the two 
sides that was organized in the 5+1 format and held 
in Geneva on April 27–29, 2021. Following the talks, 

UN General Secretary António Guterres noted the ab-
sence of “enough common grounds” between the sides 
for the resumption of formal negotiations.30 Turkey’s 
priorities in Cyprus are securing a lasting peace that 
will protect the rights of Cypriot Turks and protecting 
the sovereignty rights of both Turkey and the TRNC 
in the Eastern Mediterranean.  

Main Problems

Absence of an official negotiation process: A new 
negotiation process has yet to begin in Cyprus fol-
lowing the failure of Crans Montana talks in 2017. 
Despite occasional changes in the policies of the two 
sides, past negotiations have repeated the same pattern, 
with Greek Cypriots often advocating for a one-state 
solution and unification while Turkish Cypriots ad-
vocate, in equal measures, for either a “bi-communal 
and bi-zonal federation based on political equality” 
or a “two-state solution based on sovereign equality.”31 
Though the two communities display a significant 
degree of differences in the positions they prioritize 
in negotiations, it can be said a resolution based on a 
“bi-communal, bi-zonal federation based on political 
equality” is the one acceptable option for both com-
munities. In the negotiations held under the auspices of 
the UN, the two sides attempted to reach a consensus 
based on the federal plan conceived in the High Level 
Agreements between 1977 and 1979. However, after 
the election of Ersin Tatar as president, the two sides 
appear to have adopted more stringent positions. In 
the negotiations, the two guarantor states Turkey and 
Greece often support the positions of Turkish Cypri-
ots and Greek Cypriots, respectively, while the UK pri-
oritizes the status of its military bases on the island in 
possible resolution plans the two sides would support.

Eastern Mediterranean: Licensing, drilling, energy 
exploration, and the delimitation of exclusive econom-
ic zones around the island of Cyprus since the early 
2000s continue to be significant matters of dispute that 
involve not only the island’s two communities but also 
all other coastal states (Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, 
Palestine, Egypt, and Libya) and international energy 
corporations involved in the region. Agreements that 
the RoC signed with various states in the region to de-
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limit exclusive economic zones and areas that the RoC 
licenses or approve drilling projects overlap with claims 
to sovereignty for Turkey and the TRNC. These dis-
puted areas have gained increased significance after a 
series of hydrocarbon discoveries in the Eastern Med-
iterranean, as these hydrocarbons have the potential 
to supply energy to Europe. The East Med Gas Fo-
rum, which includes regional coastal states other than 
Turkey, Syria, and Lebanon, continues to escalate the 
conflict rather than enhance cooperation. Having the 
longest contiguous coastline in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean, Turkey fiercely opposes drilling activities and the 
formation of regional coalitions that exclude Turkey, 
seeing these as violations of its own sovereignty as well 
as that of Turkish Cypriots. Moreover, Turkey insists 
that Turkish Cypriots have a right to a fair share and 
states that it will keep defending their rights on issues 
of Eastern Mediterranean hydrocarbons until the is-
land finds a lasting resolution. In response, regional 
coalitions led by Greece, Israel, and the RoC as well as 
the EU claim that Turkey’s drilling activities in the area 
are “violating the sovereignty rights of the Republic of 
Cyprus”32 and criticize Turkey’s policies. Despite the 
TRNC’s 2019 proposal for the creation of a common 
energy commission for cooperation, the RoC proposed 
that the Turkish Cypriots’ share of natural gas resourc-
es should be transferred to an international fund and 
held until a lasting resolution can be reached on the is-
land (for developments in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
also see sections Libya and Greece).

Mutual distrust between the two communities and 
leaders: The two Cypriot communities have long ex-
isted in a state of mutual distrust. Despite significant 
progress with the opening of crossings in 2003 and at-
tempts to implement trust-building measures between 
the two parties, this problem persists. In the absence 
of an official negotiation process, the continuity of 
trust-building measures is vital for maintaining a level 
of confidence between the two communities.33

Unilateral acts by the two sides: Shortly before the 
presidential elections in the TRNC, the coalition gov-
ernment led by Ersin Tatar opened the coastal parts of 
Varosha/Maraş on October 7, 2020 with the support 
of Turkey. It was stated Greek Cypriots could apply to 
the Immoveable Property Commission for their prop-

erties in this area, but no steps have yet been taken to 
change Varosha’s military status. Statements by the 
TRNC and Turkish authorities suggesting more of 
the area will be reopened to realize the area’s econom-
ic potential shows this issue will remain on the public 
agenda.34 The RoC’s unilateral acts of signing defense 
and military cooperation agreements with third parties 
like France and the US have similarly deepened mis-
trust between the island’s two communities. In March 
2020, as COVID-19 diagnoses surged on the island, 
the priority for both administrations was to unilater-
ally close the crossings. These decisions were taken at 
a time when incoming international flights had not 
even been suspended. Such decisions have critical sig-
nificance in a society that has abandoned peace talks, 
suspended trust-building measures, and is experiencing 
a crisis of mistrust.35 Crossing points were reopened af-
ter closures between March 2020 and June 2021,36 but 
this issue remains one to be watched closely depending 
on the trajectory of the pandemic.

GREECE

Background

Disputes between Turkey and Greece have long been 
a key issue for both countries and affect their securi-
ty and foreign policies. The disputes between the two 
countries also often involve third parties such as the 
United States, the EU, and NATO. In the post-Cold 
War era, Turkey and Greece have experienced many 
bilateral strains, the leading among which have been is-
sues regarding territorial waters in the Aegean Sea and 
questions of sovereignty over islands and islets with un-
determined status, the Cypriot S-300 missile crisis, the 
EU accession process, competition in the Balkans, and 
terrorism. Despite these issue areas, Turkey and Greece 
entered a rapprochement process in 1999. This pro-
cess, however, did not lead to fair, lasting, or compre-
hensive resolutions for any of the bilateral problems, 
but the sides agreed to maintain open dialogue and 
focus on areas of cooperation rather than problems. 
The rapprochement was more effective during the first 
five years, when both countries were trying to further 
integrate with the EU. Later, however, the EU’s inter-
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nal and domestic problems in both Turkey and Greece 
slowed down the rapprochement process. Nonethe-
less, signs of rapprochement between the two coun-
tries were still visible as the High-Level Cooperation 
Council was established in May 2010. The exploratory 
talks,37 which helped institutionalize relations during 
the rapprochement process, and organizations such as 
the High-Level Cooperation Council38 continued to 
function until 2016. However, after the coup attempt 
in Turkey on July 15, 2016, several coup plotters fled to 
Alexandroupoli and sought asylum in Greece, which 
weakened an already sluggish rapprochement process. 
After 2016, high-level reciprocal visits between the 
leaders of the two countries continued, but tensions 
have occasionally resurfaced. Issues in the Eastern 
Mediterranean between the two countries had previ-
ously revolved around Cyprus, but the formation of 
the East Med Gas Forum and the memoranda Turkey 
signed with Libya similarly impacted bilateral relations, 
which once again became confrontational. Turkey’s 
priorities in its relations with Greece are the resolution 
of bilateral disputes through dialogue, the recognition 
of ethnic identities of the Turkish minority in Greece 
and the protection of their rights, and the maintenance 
of existing commercial and economic relations.     

Main Problems

Eastern Mediterranean: The most important dis-
pute that has intensified the relations between the two 
countries is the sharing of Eastern Mediterranean ener-
gy resources and the economic, political, and military 
alliances that have emerged in the region. As Turkey 
experienced problems in its bilateral relations with 
neighboring coastal states and Greece improved its 
relations with Israel through the RoC, Turkey became 
increasingly isolated in the region. This isolation be-
came more pronounced with the formation of the East 
Med Gas Forum. To break this “isolation” and protect 
its rights in the region, Turkey has recently increased its 
presence in the disputed maritime spaces areas around 
Cyprus with its navy and drilling ships. Moreover, Tur-
key held the largest naval exercise in its history, “The 
Sea Wolf,” in the framework of the “Blue Homeland”39 
paradigm, to project Turkey’s stance. The agreement 
for the “delimitation of the maritime jurisdiction are-

as in the Mediterranean” signed between Turkey and 
Libya in November 2019 has had the concrete effect 
of increasing tensions in bilateral relations, which earli-
er revolved mainly around the Cyprus question. After 
signing the agreement with Libya, Turkey sent naval 
and drilling vessels to maritime spaces between the is-
lands of Rhodes, Karpathos, and Crete—actions that 
Greece condemned and that further strained relations. 
While Germany’s peacemaking initiatives led Turkey 
to suspend drilling operations and initiate talks with 
Greece to determine a negotiation schedule, Greece 
signed an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) agreement 
with Egypt on August 6, 2020, which once again in-
creased tensions. Turkey and Greece declared one an-
other’s respective memoranda and agreements with 
Libya and Egypt null and void. Turkey claims energy 
resources in the Eastern Mediterranean should be fairly 
and equitably shared between the coastal countries and 
states it will protect its own sovereignty rights in the re-
gion as well as those of the Turkish Cypriots.40 Greece 
and the RoC express the opinion that Turkey is pursu-
ing a policy of “aggression” and is violating their zones 
of sovereignty through its activities in the region.41 The 
two states also took the issue to the EU, seeking to have 
sanctions imposed on Turkey. Disagreements between 
Greece and Turkey over matters of maritime jurisdic-
tion areas, continental shelves, and the delimitation of 
EEZs revolved around a core disagreement between 
the two countries over the method to be used for mar-
itime delimitation. While Greece argues the islands 
under Greek sovereignty should be considered as hav-
ing full rights to maritime zones in the delimitation of 
jurisdiction areas, Turkey says that delimitation should 
be based on mainland coasts.

Aegean Sea: According to Greece, the only problem 
in the region concerns the delimitation of continental 
shelves and the seat for the resolution of this dispute is 
the International Court of Justice. According to Tur-
key, however, there are more problems than only con-
tinental shelves, including the delimitation of air and 
maritime space, the militarization of islands, and the 
undetermined status of small islands and islets, prob-
lems it believes can only be resolved through bilateral 
negotiations. Since the establishment of the mecha-
nism for exploratory talks, the two countries have con-
sistently dealt with questions bilaterally, but reciprocal 
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accusations concerning disputed issues tend to increase 
during periods of tension. Disagreements about the 
Aegean Sea remain unresolved mainly because of the 
maximalist attitudes of the two countries. 

The unresolved conflict in Cyprus: The unresolved 
conflict in the island of Cyprus between Greek and 
Turkish Cypriots regularly affects relations between 
Turkey and Greece. Seen in this light, the Cyprus prob-
lem is a significant barrier for the stabilization of re-
lations both between Turkey and Greece and between 
Turkey and the EU (for more detail, see the sections 
regarding Cyprus and Main Problems in Turkey-EU 
relations).

Minorities: Another matter of dispute between Tur-
key and Greece concerns the rights of minorities liv-
ing in Turkey and Greece in relation to issues such as 
identity, education, and religion. As noted in a joint 
press conference by Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlüt 
Çavuşoğlu and his Greek counterpart Nikos Dendias 
on April 15, 2021,42 Turkey defines the minority in 
Greece as a “Turkish minority” and proposes to recog-
nize the group’s ethnic identity, whereas Greece recog-
nizes the same group as a “Muslim minority.” The two 
countries continue to accuse each other of violating the 
rights of their respective minorities. Particularly during 
periods of tension in bilateral relations, these recipro-
cal accusations tend to increase, as demonstrated by 
historical examples.

MAIN PROBLEMS IN TURKEY-EU RELATIONS

Accession negotiations between Turkey and the EU for years have been at a standstill.43 These negotiations 
have not progressed due to several problems, particularly the Cyprus problem but also the attitudes of some 
EU member-states such as France and setbacks in Turkey’s reform process.44 The deal to cooperate in prevent-
ing unregulated migration from Syria, signed following negotiations between Turkey and the EU on March 
18, 2016, has given Turkey-EU relations a transactional dimension. In the framework of the agreement, Tur-
key is expected to fulfill certain expectations in exchange for a loosening of visa restrictions, but the process 
did not yield the anticipated results after several setbacks. In addition to problems in Turkey’s domestic pol-
itics,45 the EU’s official statements criticizing Turkey and interfering in the Eastern Mediterranean tensions 
between Turkey and Greece, followed by an official suspension of accession negotiations and proposals to 
impose sanctions against Turkey,46 continue to exacerbate Turkey-EU tensions.

Mistrust between Turkey and the EU and the failure to produce a “positive agenda”: The mutual influ-
ence of the two sides in bilateral relations has weakened due to constant problems, causing mutual distrust. 
Nevertheless, there are ongoing initiatives to overcome the deadlock in accession negotiations and initiate 
a “positive agenda” that includes updating the customs union, maintaining open dialogue, and focusing on 
cooperation.

Suspended chapters in accession negotiations: When the RoC became an EU member on May 1, 2004, 
Turkey faced the imperative of expanding the Ankara Agreement to all new member-states. In preparing an 
additional protocol for the Ankara Agreement after the enlargement, Turkey released a declaration stating 
that “the Additional Protocol would not amount to any form of recognition of the Republic of Cyprus.”47 
On December 11, 2006, in response to Turkey’s policy, the European Council “decided in particular to sus-
pend negotiations on eight chapters relevant to Turkey’s restrictions with regard to the Republic of Cyprus” 
and added that it “will not close the other chapters until Turkey fulfils its commitments under the addition-
al protocol to the EU-Turkey association agreement, which extended the EU-Turkey customs union to 10 
member states, including Cyprus.”48 Seen in this light, the ongoing and unresolved conflict in Cyprus contin-
ues to be a key issue in Turkey-EU relations.
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AZERBAIJAN - ARMENIA 

Background

The most significant issue between Azerbaijan and 
Armenia is the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, which is 
grounded in competing sovereignty claims of Armeni-
ans of Karabakh and the state of Azerbaijan. While the 
origins of these claims go further back in history, the 
First Nagorno-Karabakh War broke out in the early 
1990s when the Armenian population living in Na-
gorno-Karabakh found the Azerbaijan administration 
to be an oppressive power and declared independence. 
Nagorno-Karabakh was founded as an autonomous 
region connected to Azerbaijan during the Soviet era, 
but the Armenian population broke away as the Sovi-
et Union disintegrated. Between 1992 and 1994, the 
war saw 30,000 deaths, 600,000 Azeris displaced, and 
massacres committed against civilians. The war ended 
in 1994 with the signing of the Bishkek Protocol. As 
a result of the war, Nagorno-Karabakh and the seven 
surrounding regions remained under the control of 
the forces of Nagorno-Karabakh and Armenia, with 
Nagorno-Karabakh declaring independence. How-
ever, four separate resolutions adopted by the UNSC 
lent legitimacy to Azerbaijan’s claims of sovereignty,49 
and neither Turkey nor any other UN member recog-
nized Nagorno-Karabakh’s independence. In 1994, the 
Minsk Group was founded under the Organization 
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) to 
seek a solution to the problem. In 2007, the Minsk 
Group proposed the “Madrid Principles” for a peace 
settlement, but these principles were not realized in 
action. Throughout the process, low-intensity clashes 
have regularly taken place across the line of contact, 
one of the most significant of which occurred in April 
2016 and resulted in 200 casualties. Nikol Pashin-
yan’s rise to power in Armenia in 2018 after a popular 
movement stirred hopes of a peaceful resolution of the 
Nagorno-Karabakh question, but contrary to these 
expectations, relations between Armenia and Azer-
baijan grew increasingly more strained. In July 2020, 
clashes broke out between Armenian and Azerbaijan 
forces outside the line of contact, after which, in Sep-
tember 2020, the Second Nagorno-Karabakh War be-
gan. With 5,000 deaths, the war ended with a ceasefire 

agreement brokered by Russia on November 9, 2020.50 
In May, a new problem emerged with the demarcation 
of the border in Armenia’s Syunik region. Turkey sup-
ported Azerbaijan both militarily and politically in the 
war, and relations between the two countries, which 
were already strong, improved further. Turkey’s prior-
ities in this issue are improving its relations with Azer-
baijan and increasing its regional influence without 
damaging its relations with Azerbaijan or Russia.

Main Problems

Articles of the ceasefire agreement which have not 
yet implemented: According to the ceasefire agree-
ment signed on November 9, 2020, seven regions 
around Nagorno-Karabakh and the city of Shusha/
Shushi came under control of Azerbaijan, and an 
exchange of prisoners of war and casualties was sup-
posed to take place, though this exchange has yet to 
be completed. Russia deployed a peacekeeping force 
to the region. Moreover, the agreement foresees the 
involvement of international organizations in the 
process, especially the UN Refugee Agency, and the 
establishment of a corridor both between Armenia 
and Nagorno-Karabakh and between Azerbaijan and 
Nakhchivan, but no progress has been made so far on 
these issues.

Absence of a comprehensive peace process: The No-
vember 9 ceasefire presents a framework for resolution, 
but it is not a peace agreement. As stated above, many 
issues remain unresolved. The most significant among 
these is the question of Nagorno-Karabakh’s status. 
The fate of Nagorno-Karabakh’s Armenian population 
and the rights of the displaced people are uncertain. 
Moreover, during and after the war, both sides made 
allegations of torture, civilian attacks, and the destruc-
tion of cultural heritage.51 These allegations have yet to 
be investigated by independent commissions under the 
auspices of international organizations.52 To achieve 
stability in the region and ensure peaceful coexistence, 
all these questions and the postwar trauma must be ad-
dressed in a comprehensive peace process. 

Political rivalries in Armenia: The Second Na-
gorno-Karabakh War caused political tensions in Ar-
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menia, including disagreements over responsibility for 
the consequences of the war between the Pashinyan 
government, the old regime, and the army. The ten-
sions between the government and the army surfaced 
on February 25, 2021, with a social media statement by 
Chief of the General Staff Onnik Gasparyan that Pa-
shinyan described as an attempted coup d’état. When 
Pashinyan signed an order to dismiss Gasparyan from 
his position, State President Armen Sarkisyan rejected 
the order, highlighting the level of discord. Elections 
on June 20, 2021 will determine the course of rivalries 
between the new and the old regimes.

Turkey’s relations with Russia and Iran: The Russian 
military’ presence in the region increased as Russia 
deployed a peacekeeping force to Nagorno-Karabakh 
as part of the Ceasefire Agreement. Russia is unlikely 
to leave the region in the short term. This is not only 
significant for the conflict between Armenia and Azer-
baijan, but also for Iran and Turkey. Turkey’s political 
and military support for Azerbaijan during the Second 
Nagorno-Karabakh war has been a source of discon-
tent for both Russia and Iran. Russia’s increased power 
in the region and its relations with Iran are key issues 
Turkey must watch closely. 

Turkey-Armenia relations: President Recep Tayy-
ip Erdoğan’s statements regarding Armenia’s joining 
a “platform of six” together with Turkey, Azerbaijan, 
Russia, Iran, and Georgia raises the question of reopen-
ing the Armenia-Turkey land border, which has been 
closed since 1993.53 However, given Turkey’s role in 
the recent war, this offer has not been well-received by 
Armenia. A comprehensive peace process between Ar-
menia and Azerbaijan is necessary for regional wounds 
to heal, and a common life and future as well as healthy 
relations between Turkey and Armenia. However, ad-
equate steps have not been taken to this end, and pro-
vocative discourse and policies occasionally persist.

Military assistance to Azerbaijan: The military 
equipment and strategic assistance Turkey gave to 
Azerbaijan during the war are described as having sig-
nificantly shaped the course of war.54 Throughout the 
war, Armenia, Russia, Iran, and France all made claims 
that Turkey deployed mercenaries to the region, but 
Turkey and Azerbaijan both reject these allegations.55

The ineffectiveness of international society: The 
Minsk Group, the EU, and EU member-states have 
been ineffective during and after the war. This situa-
tion exemplifies a wider trend of the declining multi-
lateralism and the rise of multipolarity in international 
affairs. 

UKRAINE 

Background

“The Maidan Protest,” which began after the pro-Rus-
sian President Viktor Yanukovych suspended the EU-
Ukraine Association Agreement in November 2013 
and known as “Euromaidan movement”, resulted in the 
de facto partition of the country into pro-European 
and pro-Russian camps. International support for both 
sides fighting in the country amplified the internation-
al dimensions of the issue and triggered what has since 
developed into an unresolved conflict between Russia, 
on the one hand, and the EU and the US, on the other. 
Shortly after the Maidan Protest, Yanukovych fled to 
Russia, and a pro-Western government was established 
in Ukraine. However, Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 
March 2014 and increasing political and military influ-
ence in Ukraine, especially in the eastern parts of the 
country (in the Luhanks and Donetsk regions), which 
is home to a sizeable ethnic Russian population, esca-
lated the fighting between the national army and sepa-
ratist forces. The ceasefire agreement signed in Minsk 
in late 2014 largely brought the clashes to an end, but 
tensions occasionally escalate. To end the fighting that 
breaks out, particularly in the Donbass region, a sec-
ond, comprehensive ceasefire agreement was signed in 
July 2020 following negotiations led by the Trilateral 
Contact Group, which was formed by Russia, Ukraine, 
and the OSCE. Eight years have passed, and more than 
10,000 people have died since the fighting began in 
Ukraine. Despite the ceasefire, the sides occasionally 
violate its terms and reignite the conflict. Since the ear-
ly days of the conflict, Turkey has expressed support for 
Ukraine’s territorial integrity, denounced the annexa-
tion of Crimea, and neglected to recognize the annex-
ation while supporting successive Ukrainian govern-
ments that have been formed since. Turkey’s policies 
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should be understood in the context of the strategic 
partnership established between Turkey and Ukraine 
in 2011, which covers not only economic relations but 
also military and defense cooperation.56 This strategic 
partnership between Turkey and the Kiev government 
is a key issue in Turkey-Russia relations. Turkey’s prior-
ities in Ukraine are to protect Ukraine’s independence 
and territorial integrity and maintain economic, com-
mercial, and military cooperation with Ukraine. 

Main Problems

Fighting in the Donbass region: In April 2021, ten-
sions escalated once again in the region. The Kiev gov-
ernment’s use of Turkish-made Unmanned Combat 
Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs)57 against separatist forces and 
Turkey’s statements in support of the Kiev government 
resulted in mutual criticism in the Turkey-Russia rela-
tionship. Statements after a meeting in Istanbul in mid-
April between President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and 
Ukrainian President Vladimir Zelensky drew a strong 
reaction from Russia.58 The defense cooperation and 
the Turkish government’s support for Ukraine will re-
main an important issue in bilateral relations. 

Absence of a comprehensive peace process: Ongoing 
fighting between pro-Western and pro-Russian forces 
in Ukraine has been largely contained with ceasefire 
processes, but a comprehensive peace process that can 
put a conclusive end to the conflict has not emerged. 
The involvement of international actors further com-
plicated the problem. When the violence escalated in 
Ukraine, US President Joe Biden spoke to Ukrainian 
President Volodymyr Zelenksy and “affirmed the Unit-
ed States’ unwavering support for Ukraine’s sovereign-
ty and territorial integrity in the face of Russia’s ongo-
ing aggression.”59 As the Biden administration’s Russia 
policy becomes clearer, it will provide key insights for 
the situation in Ukraine.

Changing balance in the Black Sea: Russia’s increased 
military and political influence in the Black Sea, espe-
cially after the annexation of Crimea, creates new prob-
lems for Turkey’s regional security. While Turkey tries 
to maintain a fragile balance in its relations with Russia 
in the Black Sea, any step by the US, EU, or NATO to 

counterbalance Russia as well as the opening of discus-
sions regarding the 1936 Montreux Convention will 
place Turkey and Russia on opposing sides.60 Accord-
ing to Article 18 of the 1936 Montreux Convention, 
vessels of war belonging to non-Black Sea states are not 
allowed to remain in the Black Sea for more than 21 
days. This condition provides significant benefits to 
both Turkey and Russia and is often a reason for inter-
national pressure on Turkey when the US and NATO 
consider increasing their presence in the region. 
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MAIN PROBLEMS IN TURKEY-RUSSIA RELATIONS

Turkey’s shooting down of a Russian military aircraft near the Turkey-Syria border in November 2015 was a 
turning point in Turkey-Russia relations. Russia took a series of actions in subsequent months, including a ban on 
trade and travel, suspension of bilateral agreements, and a media campaign. The assassination of Russian Ambas-
sador to Turkey Andrei Karlov in December 2016 similarly had a negative effect on relations. Problems between 
the two countries began to improve after President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s letter on June 27, 2016 to his Russian 
counterpart Vladimir Putin, and this improvement gained momentum with Russia’s statements of support for 
Turkey in the aftermath of the July 15, 2016 coup attempt. Parallel to this improvement in relations, the two 
countries, joined by Iran, initiated the Astana Process in Syria. Moreover, Turkey’s purchase of the S-400 missile 
defense system from Russia with an agreement signed in September 2017 advanced relations.61 Although the two 
countries follow divergent policies in Ukraine, Libya, and Cyprus, they maintain cooperative bilateral relations.

Syria: In Syria, Russia supports Bashar al-Assad’s government and therefore stands in rival camps with Turkey. 
Turkey and Russia have been able to compromise in Syria through bilateral discussions or other forms of negotia-
tions, but ongoing conflicts in Syria cause tensions in Turkey-Russia relations. A good example of this is the aerial 
attack by the Assad government in Idlib on February 28, 2020, which killed 36 Turkish soldiers, after which the 
Russian Defense Ministry stated that “Turkish soldiers were not supposed to be in the area and Turkey did not 
inform” Russia.62 

Libya: In Libya, Russia supports Haftar and therefore opposes Turkey’s position. The private military compa-
ny Wagner Group, known for its affiliation with Russia, has sent mercenaries to Libya since 2018 and helped 
increase Russia’s presence in the region, constituting another point of tension between Turkey and Russia.63 De-
velopments in Libya’s ongoing peace process will have significant effects on the Libya-related dimensions of Tur-
key-Russia relations.

Ukraine: Russia’s political and military influence in eastern Ukraine (in the Luhansk and Donbass regions) and 
especially its annexation of Crimea in March 2014 cause occasional fighting between Russian-backed separatist 
forces and the national army. While Turkey and Russia do not find themselves in a state of direct confrontation 
in Ukraine, the fact the Kiev government uses Turkish-made UCAVs against separatist forces in the region and 
that Turkey issues statements in support of the Kiev government have evoked mutual criticism in Turkey-Russia 
relations. Russia’s presence in Ukraine and increasing activity in the Black Sea are key factors for Turkey’s regional 
security (for details, see the section regarding Ukraine).

Nagorno-Karabakh: Although Russia and Armenia are members of the Collective Security Treaty Organiza-
tion and Russia is often considered to have a close relationship with Armenia, Russia has not fully sided with 
Armenia in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. One reason for this is that Russia also maintains good relations with 
Azerbaijan. However, Russia sees the Southern Caucasus as part of its sphere of influence and, therefore, will 
not welcome increasing Turkish influence in this region (for details, see section regarding Armenia-Azerbaijan). 

S-400: Turkey’s purchase of the S-400 missile system from Russia after an agreement between the two countries 
was signed on September 12, 2017 has since caused problems in Turkey’s relations with the US and NATO. In 
response to Turkey’s purchase, the US removed Turkey from the F-35 program and imposed CAATSA sanctions 
on Turkey. Despite the “Crete Model”64 proposed by Turkish Defense Minister Hulusi Akar to mitigate S-400 
related tensions, the issue is not yet resolved and will likely be a key matter at the NATO Summit to be held in 
June 2021 (also see Main Problems in Turkey-US Relations). Any decision on the S-400 missile systems will have 
repercussions for Turkey-Russia relations.
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FIGURE 2: MAJOR FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES IN TURKEY’S RELATIONS WITH THE US, EU AND RUSSIA
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CONCLUSIONS

The conflicts analyzed in this report will likely preoccu-
py Turkey in the short and medium term. A key obser-
vation is the striking increase in the number of conflicts 
Turkey has recently become actively involved in as well 
as in the scope of Turkey’s military involvement in these 
conflicts. Turkey increasingly disregards its traditional 
foreign policy principle of not taking sides in regional 
conflicts and has started actively interfering in conflicts 
in the Middle East and North Africa, especially follow-
ing the Arab uprisings. As Turkey begins to experience 
tensions with regional states such as Egypt and Israel in 
addition to the problems it faces in bilateral relations 
with the US and the EU, new military, political, and 
economic alliances are emerging, especially in the East-
ern Mediterranean, that exclude Turkey (see sections 
regarding Libya, Greece, and Cyprus). Additionally, 
the security-focused domestic and foreign policies Tur-
key has pursued since the 2016 coup attempt indicate 
a strategic shift from previous actions that were based 
on seeking regional influence through “soft power” to 
a new orientation that prioritizes “hard power.”65 This 
becomes more clear when examining the conflicts in 
which Turkey has been involved, as Turkey’s preferred 
means of involvement increasingly focus on lending 
political support to selected disputants, deploying mil-
itary equipment as well as military tactical and training 
assistance, organizing military operations, and build-
ing military bases, all while criticizing the peacebuild-
ing capacities of international actors like the UN and 
OSCE and, instead, preferring to negotiate with select 

actors. This militarization of Turkish foreign policy 
will be a key issue in the coming years, and the bilateral 
relations Turkey builds through militarized means will 
likely follow a volatile course. The financial costs of 
these policies can also be viewed as a potential problem 
given Turkey’s dire economic conditions.

Each conflicts analyzed here outlines new confronta-
tions between Turkey and various countries regarding 
emergent problems, ultimately resulting in a greater 
degree of isolation for Turkey. As Turkey experiences 
an expanding list of problems, especially with the US 
and the EU, it has expanded its cooperation with Rus-
sia. While Turkey and Russia follow different policies 
in key areas such as Syria, Libya, Nagorno-Karabakh, 
Cyprus, and Ukraine, this has not prevented the two 
states from maintaining bilateral relations. The fate 
of this “asymmetrical relationships”66 between Turkey 
and Russia will likely depend on the future of Turkey’s 
relations with the US and the EU. Currently, Turkey’s 
EU accession negotiations are on hold, and Turkey-EU 
relations have adopted a transactional character with 
the signing of the migration agreement. Turkey’s re-
lations with the US, on the other hand, have shown 
indications of improvement, but problems still exist in 
multiple areas. Lately, Turkey has pursued diplomatic 
initiatives to improve its relations with regional states 
like Israel, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia as well as with the 
US and the EU. 
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ENDNOTES

1 Turkey does not recognize the internationally recognized Republic of Cyprus (RoC) due to the exclusion of 
Turkish Cypriots from the state, which was originally founded in 1960. As such, Turkey does not engage in 
diplomatic relations with the RoC and calls the administration in the island’s south the Greek Cypriot Admin-
istration of Southern Cyprus.

2 “Erdoğan Beşar Esad’la görüştü,” Hürriyet, June 14, 2011, https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/erdogan-be-
sar-esadla-gorustu-18030795; “Şam’da Kritik Görüşme,” NTV, August 9, 2011, https://www.ntv.com.tr/tur-
kiye/samda-kritik-gorusme,3qyA2GzM-kKb5xhBl50cnQ. On Turkish policy during the Arab Spring, see Ziya 
Öniş (2014) “Turkey and the Arab Revolutions: Boundaries of Regional Power Influence in a Turbulent Mid-
dle East.” Mediterranean Politics 19(29): 203–219. 

3 See Ş. Kardaş (2011) “Turkey’s Middle East Policy Reloaded: Rise of Pragmatism?” GMF On Turkey Analysis, 
October 10.

4 For updated statistics on refugees in Turkey, see https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/syria/location/113. 
5 “Why has the Syrian war lasted 10 years?” BBC, March 12, 2021, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-

east-35806229. 
6 For a detailed discussion of Turkey’s activities in Syria, see Aydıntaşbaş, A. (2020). “A New Gaza: Turkey’s 

Border Policy in Northern Syria” ECFR Policy Brief, https://ecfr.eu/publication/a_new_gaza_turkeys_bor-
der_policy_in_northern_syria/; 

 “Official: EU will not fund Turkish plan to settle refugees in Afrin,” EURACTIV, April 23, 2018, https://
www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/official-eu-will-not-fund-turkish-plan-to-settle-refugees-in-
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